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This collection of the Grim Facade: Da Vinci's Last Unfinished Masterpiece and Grim Facade 2: City of Secrets series includes the following two acclaimed Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure games: The Grim Facade: Da
Vinci's Last Unfinished Masterpiece In the original Grim Facade: Da Vinci's Last Unfinished Masterpiece, you play the part of Nathaniel, who awakes in the middle of the night to find his home besieged by colossal, fire-

breathing demon robots. Armed with only a spiked club and a variety of mystical artifacts, Nathaniel must work to find a way to defeat the enemy and bring his home safe once again. The Grim Facade: City of Secrets In
the original Grim Facade: City of Secrets, you play the part of Ryan. Joined by a young girl named Isabella, you embark on an adventure to solve a series of mysterious clues as you search for a way to stop an evil artist

who has been kidnapping people across Florence. The Grim Facade series may not be for everyone. If you are looking for something light-hearted and entertaining, look no further than MegaTech, Inc.’s PuppetShow series.
If, however, you have a penchant for hidden object adventure games, then you won't find something better anywhere. Hit Entertainment - Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure: The Merchant of Venice (HD) The Merchant of

Venice or The Merchant of Venice is a play written by William Shakespeare, believed to have been written circa 1596, with the earliest surviving full title page dating from 1663. It is one of Shakespeare's early plays,
influenced by the works of Christopher Marlowe, but is very different from the Edwardian and post-World War II adaptations. It is considered one of Shakespeare's early works; a view shared by 20th century scholars but
rejected by Elizabethan critics and playwrights. The play is loosely based on a real event, the so-called "Bond" case in Venice in 1575, in which a Jewish moneylender named Gratiano accused Antonio, a wealthy and well-

regarded Venetian citizen, of defaulting on his loan. It was one of the first of Shakespeare's plays to be printed, in the First Folio of 1623, and is most famous for the famous courtroom scene in which Portia (Shylock's
illiterate niece) tricks Shylock into giving up his revenge by persuading him that he can convert "all the world
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In the game, players must take part in the thrilling storyline and help a group of ordinary citizens in the fight against the mysterious pretender and his hordes of followers! Create the ultimate player avatar in Limbo. Play as
Jack, Jill, the dog, or the devil in this exquisitely crafted block-based puzzler from the creators of Braid and Limbo. A great horror film noir puzzle adventure from one of the premier horror writers, Daisuke Matsuzaka, comes
a second "Haunted Journey," the gameboard that players have to solve to resolve past mysteries, solve a terrible future fate, and survive! In this third entry of the popular "Haunted Journey" series, players will assume the

role of an American scholar, Professor Myers, charged with defending his frozen research center in the mountains of the Japanese Alps. In the blink of an eye, Professor Myers is confronted by an eerie mob dressed in
death, a mysterious masked figure, and a sinister journal the mob demands he reads. Now, Myers is trapped in a mysterious world, and his only hope of survival is to solve the many haunting puzzles that will lead him to

the truth. About the game Haunted Journey 2: In this unique puzzle-adventure, players will assume the role of an American scholar, Professor Myers, and he will have to solve many haunting puzzles in order to survive. Find
the letter marked 'D', which will lead players to a Japanese castle filled with terrifying spirits, undead creatures, and spirits. Help the professor solve the mysteries of his own fate in this riveting game. The game will be

released in two versions, a standard edition, and a limited Collector's Edition that include a DVD featuring never before released scenes. Challenge your reflexes in this fast paced racing game. Drive your stunt car through
the streets of a bloody city. Crack the secret of a crime. Stay in the air. Forget to lock your keys. Two keys are in your hand. It's just you, a locked door, a locked car and a bleeding cop. You must use all the weapons

available to you to manage to escape this situation. Your sole means of salvation is to break the front windshield of the car with a hammer. You can do that by driving your car down the street. You can also crash it. To do
that, push your car at another one. A steaming hot city is waiting for you behind this innocent looking locked door. Go and find them by yourself, d41b202975
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Features 1-4 Player Mode – The game can be played by one to four players. The game features a dynamic group split screen. Storyline Mode - Play the game once and the storyline will play. The storyline mode allows
players to view the complete game's long story that unfolds as the game is played. New Game Free Mode – Play the game from the beginning by making your own decisions and determine the outcome of the game. New
Game Outline – Play the game to the end! The goal of the game is to prevent da Vinci from destroying all of civilization and the game continues as he meets new obstacles. New Game Tutorials – Learn all about da Vinci

and the world of the "Grim Facade" game world. Hi-Resolution Full Color Screenshots – The "Grim Facade" game offers a lovely depiction of the Renaissance Italian city of Florence and the people of that era. The game also
uses stunning high resolution full color screenshots for every scene in the game. Storyline Guide – A storyline guide offers players useful background information on what is happening in the "Grim Facade" world, as well as
a look at the world of da Vinci. How to Play Full Version – A how to play guide offers players useful tips and ideas on how to play the "Grim Facade" game. Fun Facts – Fun facts offer information and trivia about the people
and locations in the "Grim Facade" world. Key Game Features 1-4 Player Mode – The game can be played by one to four players. The game features a dynamic group split screen. Storyline Mode - Play the game once and

the storyline will play. The storyline mode allows players to view the complete game's long story that unfolds as the game is played. New Game Free Mode – Play the game from the beginning by making your own decisions
and determine the outcome of the game. New Game Outline – Play the game to the end! The goal of the game is to prevent da Vinci from destroying all of civilization and the game continues as he meets new obstacles.
New Game Tutorials – Learn all about da Vinci and the world of the "Grim Facade" game world. New Game High-Resolution Full Color Screenshots – The "Grim Facade" game offers a lovely depiction of the Renaissance

Italian city of Florence and the people of that era. The game also uses stunning high resolution full color screenshots for every scene in the game
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System Requirements:

Notes: Colourblindness Mode: The game can be displayed with the addition of an alternate palette. The palette is colourblind safe. Skins: The appearance of some of the players can be changed by the
player, with optional skin packs. Skins are provided in a user customizable folder called "skins". MuseScore Settings: There are some times when the default appearance doesn't suit the music very well,

but there are four options to change the appearance: "Use colours from background", "Use colours from this song", "Choose between two
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